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Introduction
For many years the following E-book was only available in German.
Although there has been great demand for such a kind of work, I was
still a litte reluctant to having it translated.
I could not put my finger on it, but I somehow felt that the lack of
personal contact over such a great distance would make the matter too
difficult.
In Germany, where I live, people could just call me on the phone, or
even come by and ask me personally, if there were any unclarities, but
when you go international, such things are no longer possible.
However, I have looked at the matter again and modified it in such a
way that personal questions should no longer be necessary.
I am certain that you will be able to work with all the additional
indormation given in thes book, and extend your statements and
analyzations considerably.

The following work will
Give you many more possible
combinations and meanings
Show you how to analyze a spread from
beginning to end
And, finally, show you how to talk to your
clients in a positive and encouraging way.

I have tried hard not to “swamp” you with a lot of unnecessary
information and keep my exploanations as simple as possible.
However, I am convinced that once you have mastered my other
books and moved all the way on to this volume, you are no longer a
beginner at cartomancy and will be able to follow my examples without
difficulties.
And by know you should also know that there is only one thing, which makes
you perfect: Practice! […….]
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[………]

The following chapter will show once again how many different meanings you
can get out of a single Time- or Future Card.
So please make sure you study them well and interpret them carefully step by
step.
Please note:
Time- and Future Cards may set relatively tight time frames and cartomancers
can therefore easily get themselves into hot water!
It is therefore important to take your time, take the whole story into
consideration and never ever jump to conclusions!
The following examples shall show you how many different meanings and
interpretations a single Time Card may encompass:

Example: No. 31 Sun

basic interpretation:
The original, primary meaning of this card is as follows:
No 31 Sun

South,
Success
Advanced interpretation:
As a Time Card the same card has got the following
meanings:

No 31 Sun

summer, day

As you can see, we have already got 4 possible interpretations.
If we interpret those cards now in the context (e.g. No 28
or any other card), it becomes clear that both the entire spread, and the
personality of the customers and their present/immediate situation must
also be included
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before we can commit ourselves to a certain interpretation.
Should you still feel a little uncertain about working with the Time Cards,
perhaps then it might be a good idea to leave this aspect aside and work
completely without temporal statements until you feel secure about them.
Practice by and for yourself alone and try your new skills on other people’s
spreads only when you can work with this technique standing on your head,
and feel totally at home with the new way of interpreting your cards.
Up to then I recommend interpreting the respective card completely in its
original primary meaning (e.g. NO 31 Sun - success, South).
As you know, you can work both with and without temporal statements.
[…….]

[…..]

The four points of the compass

Just like the seasons or the professions, you can also find the four points of the
compass in your cards.
As the type of analysis is the same as in the preceding exercises, we will limit
the following exercises to two out of the four points of the compass.

No 31 Sun

Southern/South

No 32 Moon

Northern/North

No 3 Ship

Western/West

No 22 Paths

Eastern/East
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Let us now move on to the exercises:
Please use the basic interpretation of the cards first, before you continue with
the direction in a second step.
Whether you would like to use the more advanced interpretation as well, is up
to you!
………………………………………………………………………
[……]

Diagonal axes of interpretation

No34
Fish

No8
Coffin

No3
Ship

No28
Man

No36
Cross

No6
Clouds

No17
Stork

No19
Tower




No24
Heart

No16
Stars

No11
Whip

No29
Woman

No25
Ring

No26
Book

No14
Fox

No27
Lette
r

No23
Rat

No9
Flowers

No35
Anchor

No32
Moon

No18
Dog

No2
Clover

No30
Lily

No33
Key

No13
Child

No15
Bear

No1
Rider


No5
Tree

No4
House

No12
Birds

No21

No20
Park

No31
Sun

No22

No7
Snake

Mount
ain

Paths

No10
Scythe

Under normal circumstances I would look at the main Personality Card
(Woman) first, but in this special case I am curious:
Should she really split up with her current partner, will she stay where she is, or
will she move out?
……………………..
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Fortunately, the answers to these questions are not blowing in the wind, but
clearly visible in our spread:

No17
Stork



No4
House

The first question can be answered on the spot:
Yes, she will move out.
The House Card is not positioned in her partner’s axis, so the one leaving the
current home will be her.

She has no need to worry, though, as the following cards show:


No4
House

No17
Stork



No9
Flowers
No2
Clover

[…..]
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